
GOOD FARM BOX  29th of Jun – 2nd of July 2021
RECIPES AND IDEAS – ENGLISH  

TACO PICNIC PARTY WITH CLASSIC MEXICAN CORN
TORTILLAS
INGREDIENTS FROM THE BOX: GOOD BANK CHIPOTLE DRESSING, FRESH RADISHES (2-3 PIECES) GOOD
BANK PARSLEY & PEPPER BERRIES SPICE MIX, ROMAINE LETTUCE (FEW LEAVES), ONE RED ONION, RED
BELL PEPPER (HALF), TOMATOES, SWEET POTATO, RED HOT CHILI PEPPER, LIME, ORGANIC KIDNEY
BEANS, MEXICAN CORN TORTILLAS, ORGANIC SHEPHERDS CHEESE (OPTIONAL)

FROM YOU: BAKING TRAY LINED WITH BAKING PAPER, OLIVE OR OTHER VEGETABLE OIL, SALT & PEPPER

DURATION: 30 MINUTES

INFO: For this modular dish you need many small plates and bowls to present all the individual ingredients. Then you
can assemble your favorite taco by taco. Use the leftovers to make a great Tex-Mex bowl for the next day!

1 ) Preheat the oven to 170 degrees. Wash sweet potato, peel, and cut into small 5mm cubes. Mix with some
vegetable oil and salt. Roast on a baking tray lined with baking paper for about 15 minutes. Then put in a small bowl
and set aside.

2 ) Prepare various ingredients to fill tacos:

- Take out the kidney beans and mix with 1-2 tablespoons vegetable oil, salt & pepper.

- Wash the pepper and cut into strips.

- Tomato-red hot chilli salsa: Dice tomatoes, cut the onion into small pieces, cut the hot chilli pepper into strips (adding
to your taste, depending how spicy you like your tacos), add 1 tbsp. of the chipotle dressing. Mix all ingredients with 1
tablespoon oil, salt to taste, 1 tsp spice mix and some fresh lime juice.

- Wash the lettuce and cut into strips.

- Wash the radishes and cut into super thin slices.

- If you have the cheese in your box, take it out of the packaging and crumble in a small bowl. Sprinkle some spice mix
on top.

3 ) Heat tortillas: Put them individually in a skillet over medium-high heat on both sides, adding a tiny amount of oil.

4 ) Fill the tortillas to your taste with all the individual ingredients and use the GOOD BANK Chipotle-Chili-Dressing as
"spice" for your tacos! The lime can be squeezed onto the filled tacos for a great fresh kick!
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SALAD TACOS WITH PORTOBELLO MUSHROOMS AND
VARIOUS VEGETABLES
INGREDIENTS FROM THE BOX: GOOD BANK CHIPOTLE DRESSING, GOOD BANK PARSLEY & PEPPER
BERRIES SPICE MIX, ROMAINE LETTUCE, CASSAVA ROOT, RED BELL PEPPER (HALF), ONE RED ONION,
PORTOBELLO MUSHROOMS, CARROTS, GINGER, RADISHES, WIENER SAUSAGES (OPTIONAL), LIME

FROM YOU: SKILLET, POT, BAKING TRAY LINED WITH BAKING PAPER, OLIVE OR OTHER VEGETABLE OIL,
SALT & PEPPER, GARLIC PRESS/GRATER, VEGETABLE PEELER

DURATION: 45 MINUTES

INFO: For this modular dish you need many small plates and bowls to present all the individual ingredients. Then you
can assemble your salad taco by salad taco.

1 ) Preheat the oven to 220 degrees. Prepare the cassava root. Cut off both ends of the root. Then cut it into 3 to
4-inch rounds, depending on the length of the root. Make a shallow cut lengthwise into the skin of the root. Work your
thumbs under one side of the cut. Once you’re underneath the peel, you can work your thumbs down the length of the
root, peeling the skin off.

2 ) Bring to a boil a pot with plenty of water and salt. Add the cut root pieces to boiling water. Cook for about 20 to 30
minutes, or until fork-tender. Drain and let it cool. Cut the pieces in half and remove the inner root. Then cut them into
fries-shape. Put them on the baking tray lined with baking paper, drizzle with oil,salt and 1 tsp of the spice mix. Bake
for 20 -25 minutes or until slightly brown, turning twice during baking. Set aside.

3 ) Dice the onion. Wash the bell pepper and cut into thin strips. Wash the mushrooms, take out the stem and the gills
and dice into small pieces. Peel the ginger and mince with a garlic press, grate or cut with a knife into super small
pieces.

4 ) Heat the oil in a skillet over medium-high heat until it shimmers. Add the onion, bell pepper, and mushroom to the
pan; stir to combine and spread the filling out in an even layer so the veggies sauté evenly. Cook for 7-8 minutes,
stirring once or twice and spreading the filling back out evenly each time. Add the minced ginger and 1 tbsp of the
dressing; stir to combine and cook for 1 minute longer. Remove from the heat.

5 ) Prepare various ingredients for the salad tacos:

- Wash the lettuce and take out whole leaves, dry them thoroughly. These will serve as a taco-shell so make sure the
leaves stay whole.

- Wash the radishes and cut into thin slices.

- Wash, peel and cut the carrots into thin ribbons with a vegetable peeler.

- If you have the sausages in your box, place a small skillet on the stovetop and heat it over medium-high heat. Place
the sausages in the pan and let them cook for 3-4 minutes until crispy. Set aside.

6 ) Prepare the salad leaves to fill with ingredients to your taste. Serve the cassava fries on the side. Use the GOOD
BANK Chipotle-Chili-Dressing as a dip for your salad tacos and fries! The lime can be squeezed onto the filled salad
tacos for a great fresh kick!
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